On controlling force and time in rhythmic movement sequences: the effect of stress location.
Accentuation involves modulation of motor intensity. It differentiates a movement from others within a motor sequence. Does the serial position of the accent characterize the whole sequence as a particular response? How are the control of time and force coordinated in the motor sequence? Subjects produced sequences of four fingertaps on a key. Time of onset and force of each tap were recorded. Tapping rate was imposed by a string of four clicks delivered at 180-msec intervals before each trial. A flashed digit served as go signal. It indicated to the subject which of the four taps had to be tapped stronger (stress +) or weaker (stress -) than all the others. These conditions were run in separate series. Reaction time (RT) of the sequence increased when the number of equally likely locations of the stress increased from 2 to 4. RT was also longer under the stress - than under the stress + condition. Tapping intervals were longer before and after the stressed tap than elsewhere in the series. The first and last intervals tended to be longer than the second one. These effects were the same under both stress conditions. The RT data indicate that the motor sequence is identified as a particular response before it starts. Timing is partly force-independent, but is modulated by central processes that control force.